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ABSTRACT 

 

There has been absence of tolerance and patience in the human society for centuries. The 

Almighty Allah raised Prophets for the settlement of well disciplined and peaceful 

society. But most of the communities are still unsuccessful. One of the many reasons is 

lack of religious tolerance in the society. This subject is written to decrease the degree of 

this reason. The solution to this problem is concealed in the “Practices of The Rasool”. 

These practices are extracted from the Holy Quran.Whenever some Rasool was sent to 

his nation, he preached his public with the Devine message. But the chiefs of the public 

ever opposed them. This is because most of the people followed their chiefs instead of the 

Rasools. The Rasools were called as poets, fanatical, priests, stupid or liars. They refused 

Allah’s message and preferred their chiefs’ words. They considered Allah’s messages 

false and killed the Rasools and their followers. On the other hand the Rasools and their 

followers showed tolerance and they did not hurt any non-Muslim. However all the 

Rasools prepared their nations with religious freedom for the Day of decision. The Rasool 

said, “O’ my people! You keep on your own practices, I shall do myself. Very soon you 

will come to know who is better in the hereafter life.” 
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